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INTRODUCTION

A classic experiment used in testing for ESP abilities has the following
general form. A deck of cards, consisting of a, identical cards of type i,
1 I i I r, is shuffled and placed face down (in most such experiments
r = 5 and a, = 5 for 1 I i _( 5). The subject then attempts to correctly
guess the type of each card as the cards are sequentially removed from the
deck. In previous work [2,3], several of the authors have analyzed the effects
of allowing various kinds of feedback into this process. For example, after
each incorrect guessthe subject might be told what the guessedcard actually
was. Obviously such information, if used appropriately, could significantly
increase the number of correct guessesthe subject could expect to make
during a pass through the deck. Consider the standard deck consisting of 25
cards, 5 cards of each of 5 types. Without any feedback (or ESP ability) the
expected number of correct guessesis 5. With complete feedback, a subject
can expect to achieve more than 8.64 correct guesses,simply by always
guessing the most frequently occurring type in the remaining deck (see [3]).
Another very important type of feedback, investigated in [3], was that in
which the subject was just told whether each guessis right or wrong (but not
the correct identity of an incorrectly guessedcard). The optimal strategy for
using this kind of partial feedback is extremely complex and, in some cases,
counter-intuitive. For example, the optimal strategy can require guessing a
type which is not the most likely type in the remaining deck (see [3]).
A fundamental quantity in these studies is N( a,, . . . , a,; b, , . . . , b,) which is
defined to be the number of arrangements of a deck of u, + . . . +a, = n
cards, with uj of type i, such that symbol 1 does not appear in the first b,
*The research of this author was supported in part by NSF Grant MCS77-16974.
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positions, symbol 2 does not appear in positions b, + 1,. . . , b,, etc. Usually
we abbreviate the vectors (~.+,...,a~) and (b,,...,b,) by Z and &, respectively. Then N( a; b, is simply the number of permutations of the deck for
which it is possible for the subject to have (the first) b, guessesof type 1 be
incorrect, (the next) b, guessesof type 2 be incorrect, etc. (A moment’s
reflection shows that the order in which the guessesare made is irrelevant as
far as evaluating N( a; 6) is concerned.) When b, + . - * + b, = n, N( ii; 6)
divided by n! equals the probability of “no matches” in the following card
matching experiment: Let deck 1 contain Ui cards of type i, deck 2 contain
b, cards of type i. Both decks are shuffled and cards are turned up in pairs,
simultaneously.
It is this combinatorial quantity N(Z; 6) this paper will investigate.
Specifically we will derive various explicit expressions along with numerous
monotonicity and unimodality properties for the N( Z; b,. These results have
been used in the evaluation of feedback experiments (see [2, 31).
It turns out that the N(Z; b) actually occur in a variety of guises
throughout combinatorics, e.g., in the study of rook polynomials, permutations with restricted positions, enumeration of systems of distinct representatives, and the evaluation of (O,l)-permanents. Thus, our results for
N(Z; 6) have applications to these areas as well.
The function of N(& b, was first discussed by Kaplansky [8, 91 who
describes some applications. Kaplansky’s work has been extended recently
by Even and Gillis [5] along with Askey and Ismail [l]. These authors
provide an interesting representation of iV(Z; b, in terms of Laguerre
polynomials and a list of related references. The main new results of this
paper are the inequalities, but several of the preliminary results, as well as
the applications are also novel.
OTHER INTERPRETATIONSOF N(&b)

Let us form an n by n matrix M( a; b, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, M( 5; b)
consists of all l’s except for disjoint blocks of O’sof sizes a, and bi. Suppose
we now identify the first a, rows of M(Z,b) with the a, cards of type 1, the
next u2 rows of M(Z, b, with the a, cards of type 2, etc. This gives a natural
ordering of the deck. Let us identify the columns of M(Z; b, with the n
guesses we will (eventually) make. Then each arrangement of the deck
corresponds to permutation choice from M(Z; 6) = ( mij), i.e., a choice of n
entries no two being in the same row or column, as follows: If the s th card
of the deck is in the t th position of the arrangement then the entry m,,
belongs to the permutation choice. In order for an arrangement to be
consistent with having the first b, guessesbeing incorrect type 1 guesses,the
next b, guessesbeing incorrect type 2 guesses, etc., it is necessary and
sufficient that the corresponding permutation choice contains none of the
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M(i;6)

FIGURE I

O’sin the a, by bi 0-subblocks of M( a; b,. Thus, a permutation choice mi,nCi),
1 4 i I n, from M(C; b, corresponds to a consistent arrangement of the
deck iff

Since each mij = 0 or 1, the number of consistent arrangements is just

where 7rranges over all permutations of { 1,2,. . . , n}. The expression in (1) is
exactly the definition of the permanent of M(Z; 6). Therefore we have:
Fact 1.

N(ii;b)

= PerM(Z;b).

We point out that this co_uldactually be taken as the definition of N( Z; 6).
It is useful when N(Z; b) is undefined, e.g., when a, + -. . +a, < b,
+ -..+b,.

If we picture M( a; b, as a generalized n by n chessboard in which the cells
corresponding to O’s are forbidden then by Fact 1, A’( 5; b) is just the
number of ways of placing n nonattacking rooks on this restricted board
B = B(ii; 6). Hence, if we let RB(x) denote the ordinary rook polynomial
Rr,( X) = Z;z=opixi associated with B (where pi is the number of ways of
placing i nonattacking rooks on the board) then
N(ii;b)

= p,.

(For a detailed exposition of the many interesting properties of rook
polynomials, the reader should consult [6] or [ 131).
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Finally, let S,, . . . , S, be a family S of subsets of {1,2,...,n}. A system of
mapping X : { 1,2,. . . ,m} +

distinct representatives (SDR) of S is a l-l
{42,..., n} such that

X(i) E si

fora.lliE

{1,2 ,..., m}.

Take m = n and define
si = {1,2 )...) b, +***+b,}

u {b, + **.+b,

+bk+, + 1)“‘) b, + **.+b,}

for a, + - - * +a, + 1 I i I a, + * .. +a, + ak+,. This defines a family
s = S( a; b, of n sets Si which has the following property: Each SDR of S
corresponds to a unique permutation choice from M( a; b,. Therefore, we
have
Fact 2. N(Z; b, is exactly the number of SDR’s of the family S( 5; b).
(For further information on SDR’s the reader is referred to [l, 12,131).

ELEMENTARY PROPERTIESOF N(Z;b)

If b, = ** += b, = 0 then M( 5; 6) is the ali l’s matrix and by Fact 1,
iV(Z;O) = n!
Of course, in general, N(Z; b) I n! since the permanent of a nonnegative
matrix cannot increase when positive entries are replaced by 0.
On the other hand, if for some i, ai + bi > n then it follows, that
N( Z, b, = 0. This can be seen by observing that there are just n - aj cards
which are not of type i. Thus, if bi > n - a, guessesof type i are made, at
least bi - (n - ai) > 0 must be correct. In particular, they cannot all have
been incorrect. Hence, there are no consistent arrangements of the deck, i.e.,
N(Z;b) = 0.
The next result shows that the converse holds.
THEOREM 1. N(Z; 6) = 0 iff for some i,
ai+ b,> n.

(2)

Proof. We have already seen the “if’ direction, To prove the “only if”
direction, suppose
a, + bi I n
for 1 I i I r.

We show that N(a; 6) > 0. To do this, we use the SDR interpretation. By
Fact 2, it is enough to show that the family S( 5; 6) has at least one SDR. By
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the Hall “Marriage Theorem” (see [12]) this is equivalent to showing that
for any k distinct sets S,,,. . . , Si, of S(is; 6) 1 5 k I n,

There are two possibilities. If not all the Si, are equal, say, Si, # Si,, then
from the definition of the Si,
si, u si, = {1,2 )...) 4
and

I I

;, Si, = n 2 k
j=l

as required. On the other hand, suppose all the Si, are equal, say, to
s = {1,2,... ,n} - (6, + . . * +b, f l)...) b, + *** +b, + b,,,}.
Thus,
ISI = n - 4n+,

and

k I a,,,+,.

Consequently, by (2)
6 Si, = n - b,,,
I j=l

1 a,+l 1 k

I

and the theorem is proved. 0
THE BASIC RECURRENCE

For an arbitrary fixed k E { 1,2,. . . ,n}, let us denote by &k the vector
(0,O)..., l,...) 0) which has a 1 in the kth component and O’s everywhere
else. Suppose at some point during the guessing experiment, the subject has
made only incorrect guesses,which we represent as usual by the vector
6=(b , , . . . , b,). There are two possibilities for the next card:
(i) It is not of type k. Thus, if the next guess were type k, it would be
incorrect. Consequently the number of arrangements for which this can
happen is iV( Z; b + s,).
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(ii) It is of type k. In this case, since there are ak cards of type k
currently in the deck then the number of arrangements for which this can
happen is ak N( ci - Sk; b,.
Since these two cases are exhaustive, we can write the following recurrence for N(& b,.
N(Z;b) = N@;b+

s,) + a,N(C - &;b)

(4

for any k E {1,2 ,..., n} for b, f .a . + b, < n. Of course, this can also be
easily seen from the permanent interpretation of N(Z;c). Although (4) can
be used to derive a closed form expression for N(Z; b, (we do this in the
next section), it seemsto be more efficient to use (4) directly for computing
large sets of values of N(?i; b,. We list some small values in the Appendix.

EXPLICIT FORMSFOR N(Z;6)

A formula for N($ 6) was first derived by Kaplansky [S, 91. See also
Askey and Ismail [l]. We give a different derivation of thii formula. To
solve the recurrence (4) subject to the initial condition N( a, 0) = n!, define
Q(Z;b)

= N(Z;b)/a,!...a,!.

Thus, Q satisfies
Q(ii;b+

s,) = Q(fi;b)

and Q(Z;@ = n!/a,!

llklr,

- Q(i?i- 6-,;b),

(5)

. . .a r!. Iterating (5) we obtain, for any integerj,
j-l

Q(ii;js,)

= Q(Z;@ -

lIk<r.

x Q(i - gk;itk),

(6)

i=O

We.will consider one variable at a time in (6). To simplify notation, consider
a function Y(a; 6) of two integer variables a and b which satisfies the
following analog of (6):
h-l
Y(a;b)

2 Y(a - 1;i)

= Y(a;O) -

for all a,b 10,

(6’)

i=O

with Y(x,y) = 0 for x < 0. Elementary arguments show that (6’) has the
solution
Y(a;b)

= i
i=O

(-l)i(

f)Y(a

- i;O).

(7)
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Using (7) in (5) for k = 1,2,. . . ,r yields

where Xl? means xk5yk for all k and lr’l denotes i,+i,+
Substituting for N(Z; b, we obtain:
THEOREM

*---Fir.

2 (KAPLANSKY).

There are several interesting observations which follow at once from the
form of N(Z;6) in (9).
(i) When 1bl = n, N is symmetric in Z and b; i.e., N(Z; b, = N( b; Z)
(ii) N(Z;b) is divisible by both a,!...~,! and b,!...b,!. Since the
(multiple) sum in (9) involves flI= ,( 1 + min(ai,bi)) terms, it is usually not
particularly convenient for calculating specific values of N.
(iii) In the special case that Z = i, so that r = n, (9) implies
- -

N&b)

= i

(-l)%,(b)(n

-k)!,

(10)

k=O

where S,(b) is the k th elementary symmetric function of the variables
b,,b, ,..., b,,, i.e.,
S,(b)

= xb,.,S,(b)
i

= x bibj,etc.
i<j

This
- -will be useful in showing (in the next section) the Schur convexity of
N(l;b).
In the special case that 6 = i then (10) reduces to the well-known
expression

N&i) = n!kio$
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which counts the number of “derangements” of n elements, i.e., the number
of fixed-point-free permutations on n elements (see, e.g., [ 111).
(iv) Using Ryser’s expansion of the permanent-(see [ 111) it is not
difficult to derive the following expression for N( 3 b). Define a,, , = 0,
br+1 = n - (b, + . . - +b,). Then

In this expression the symmetry between E and b when 161= n is not as
apparent as in (9).
Other more complicated expressions for N(Z; b, can be derived from
other expansions of the permanent, e.g., the Binet-Mint expansion (see
[ 111).It is an interesting combinatorial exercise to show the equality of the
various expressions directly.

INEQUALITIES FOR N($b)

We begin our discussion of inequalities with a motivating example due to
Efron [4].
Let two decks of n cards be prepared. The first deck labeled (1,2,. . . , n),
the second deck labeled ( u,,u2,. . . ,a,) with ui E { 1,2,. . . ,n). Each deck is
mixed and the cards turned over simultaneously, one pair at a time. Efron
showed that the probability of no matches is largest if there are no repeated
symbols among the ui. That is, if {a,,~~,. . .,a,} = { 1,2,.. .,n}. Efron
applied this to a problem in optimal searching. In [3] it is applied several
times to prove the optimality of guessing strategies. The probability of no
matches is l/n! times N(i; g), with bj the number of ai equal to j. Thus
N(i; 6) is largest when all bj equal 1. This suggests that N(i; 6) might be
Schur convex in b (see Marshall and Olkin [lo, Chap. 5, Sec. D] for
definitions related to Schur convexity).
- THEOREM 3. N( 1; b) is Schur convex in 6
Proof.

Assume b, 2 b, + 2 and let
b!= (b;,b;,...,

b:) = (b, - l,b, + l,b, ,..., b,)

6; = (b,,b, ,..., b,).
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Then by (10)
- -

- -

N(l;b’)

- N(l;b)

= i

(-l)“(S,(b;)

- S,(b))(n

- k)!

k=O
n

= k~2(-l)k{b;b;S,&i?)

- (b; + b;)s,-,(b;‘) + s,(b*)

- b,b,S,-,(b;‘) + (6, + b,)S,-,(b+) - S,(P)}(n - k)!
= (b;b; - b,b,) i
k=2

= (b;b; -. b,b#(l;b*)

(-l)“S,-,(b*)(n

- k)! since& + b; = d, + b,,

- 2 0

01)

since for x + y fixed, xy increases as x and y get closer together.
- - Since the
above argument applies to any pair of coordinates bi and bj, ZV(1; b) is Schur
convex. Note that for n > 4, the inequality in (11) is strict. 0
The next inequality for N(Z; 6) we derive is based on the following
“intuitively clear” observation: If the deck has at least as many type 2 cards
as type 1 cards (i.e., a2 L a,) and there have been at least as many
preceding incorrect guessesof type 2 as of type 1 (i.e.,b, 2 b,), then it is as
least as likely that the next card is of type 2 as of type 1.
This, and more, is implied by the next result.
‘~E~RF~M

4.

N(ii+
N(a;b+

For a, I a2,b, 5 b,,
6,;b)

- N(ii+

8,) - N(a;b+

S;;b)

2 (b, - b,)N(&b-

s;) 2 (a* - u,)N(Z-

&),
&;b).

02)

Proof. In Fig. 2 we show the matrices M(Z + ii; b) and M(C + 6;; b).
The two matrices differ only in that the first b, + b, entries in the

bi
aIt1

al

t

FIGURE2
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(a, + 1)st rows are complementary. Therefore,
PerM(Z+&,;b)=b,PerM(C;b-6,)+X
Per M(Z + &;b) = b, Per M(Z;b-

8,) + X,

(13)

where we have expanded the permanents along the (a, + 1)st rows of the
matrices. The quantity X depends only on portions of the matrices which
are identical and is consequently the same in both expansions. Using Fact 1
we can write the fundamental relation
N(ii + 6;;l-i) - I$” + &;b) = b,N(iz;b-

s;) - b,N(Z;b-

s;)

(14)

If b, = 0 then (14) reduces to:

iv(z+ &;b) 2 N(ii + s;;b)

for b, = 0.

(15)

for a, = 0.

(15’)

By symmetry we also have

N(Z;b+ 8,) 2 N(Z;b+ s;)
We rewrite (14) as follows

iv@ + 6;;b) - $2 + 6;;6) = (b, - b,)N(&b+ b,(N(Z;b-

s;)
&) - N(ii;b-

6;)).
(16)

Since the last term in (16) can be written
N(i;b-

s;) - N(Z;b-

s,) = N(Z;P + 6,) - N(Z;b; + 8-z),

whereb’=b-6;-62,andb,Ib,impliesb~=b,-11bb,-1=b~
then it follows by induction on b, + * * . + b, that

and
A@;&+

s;) 1 N(ii;b+

s;)

(17)

for (I, 5 a,, 6, I b, (where (15) and (15’) are used to start the induction).
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Applying (17) in ( 16) now yields

N(a+s,;q - N(”+ t..;b)2 (b,- b,)N(Z;b-&),
N(6;b-tS,)- N(a;b+s;)L (UZ- a,)N(c+6;;b) 08)
for a, 5 a,, 6, 5 b,. This proves the theorem. q
Note that the “observation” mentioned before the proof follows from the
second inequality of (17).
The same techniques can be used to prove the following result (where the
permanents are now expanded in terms of k by k minors).
THEOREM

5. Assume k 5 a, 5 u2, k I b, I b,. Then

N( ii + kg, ; b) - N( a + ks,; 6) 1 bik’N( a; 6 - k&)
- bc,k)N(Z; b- k&),
where x(k) E x(x - l)...(x

(19)

- k + 1).

In particular
N(ii+

k&b)

2 N(Z+ k&b),

and by symmetry,
N(ii;b+

ks;) 1 N(Z;b+

k&).

This latter inequality can be interpreted as saying that if a, I u2 and
b, 5 b, then it is as least as likely that a card of type 2 will be in the next k
cards than one of type 1.
The final result in this section originated from the following conjecture:
The probability that the next card is of type i cannot decreaseif the next
guess is type i and it is incorrect. In other words,

$a;&+ s;:)

N(a;b+

2s;:)

L N(Z;b+i$)

N(Z;b)

.

(20)

This will turn out to be a consequenceof the following more general result.
THEOREM 6. For fixed C and b, define the sequencenk E N(Z; 6 + kg,).
Then the sequence(nkjkEo is logarithmically concave, i.e.,
n:

2

nk+lnk--l

for all k.
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Proof. It will be enough to show
nf 2 non*.

(21)

Consider the matrix M( a; b, written as shown in Fig. 3. We have permuted
the columns so that the last b, guessesmade so far are the b, guessesof type
1. The block B consists of the a, by 2 block adjoining the (new) a, by b,
block of O’s (see Fig. 3). Let Mj denote the matrix formed from M($ b, by
replacing the first i columns of l’s in B by O’s,i = 0, 1,2. Then
M, = hl(a;b+

MO = M(ii;b),

s;),

ll!fz = M(ii;b+

;I&).

Let mj denote the number of permutation choices of l’s from M(Z; b>
having l’s in the first j columns of B and no l’s in the remaining 2 -i
columns of B, j = 0, 1,2. Thus
n0

= Per MO = m, + 2m, + m2,

n, = Per M, = m. + m,,
n 2 = PerM, =mo.
A simple calculation shows that (21) is equivalent to
rnf 2 mom2.

(21’)

To prove (21’) we first generalize the problem. Let M denote an n by n
matrix of O’s and l’s having the structure shown in Fig. 4 (we have
transposed the matrix for notational convenience later on). The top 2 rows
of M are identical, the leftmost b columns of M are identical, and all entries
of B are 1’s. The submatrix M’ is arbitrary. As before, let mj denote the
number of permutation choices of l’s which can be made in M so that l’s
occur in B in exactly the first j rows, j = 0,1,2. We will show that (21’)
actually holds in this more general case.

FIG. 3. A permuted form of M(C,b).
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I II . . . . . I . ..X...

2 Ii . . . . . I . . . x . . .
.
:.
.
:
yy . . . .: . . . y
M’
:.
.
:
.
rr
M

FIGURE 4

The matrix M can be viewed as a bipartite graph G(M) in a natural way
(see [7] for graph theory terminology). The vertex sets are { 1,2,. . . ,n} and
{1’,2’,..., II’}, corresponding to the row and column labels, respectively, of
M. We have an edge {ij’} between i and j’ iff the (ij’) entry mi,j, of A4 is 1.
In this interpretation, a permutation choice of l’s in M is exactly a matching
in G(M), i.e., a set of n mutually disjoint edges. Let us call a matching an
m,-matching, k = 0,1,2, if it corresponds to a permutation choice having k
l’s in the first k rows of B.
Consider an arbitrary m,-matching p2 of G(M). By definition, it must
come from a permutation choice having l’s in both rows of B. Hence, p2 has
edges { l,i’} and (2J’) for some i’, j’ 5 b, i # j’. Now let p,, be an
arbitrary ma-matching of G(M). Consider the union H = H(pz,pO) of the
two graphs ~1~and CL,,(multiple edgesare allowed). Since every vertex of H
has degree 2 then H consists of a disjoint union of cycles. Denote the
portions of the cycles containing { l,i’} and (2J’) as shown in Fig. 5. Since
pa is an mu-matching, all eight points, u’, 1,i’, u,x’, 2,j’,u are distinct. By the
regularity assumption of M, we know that the following are also edges of
G( 44):

. . .

u’

I

i’

Y

. . .

x’

FIGURE 5

FIG. 6.

A portion of G(M).

2

j’

y

. . .
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-Y/=-

.. . x’

2

:

2

j’

FIG. 7.

Eight

.“A.
y

..a

x’

2

j’

y

pairs(&,p’o) relatedto (~Po).

In Fig. 6 we show pictorially the various edges G(M) must have in the
cycle(s) containing 1 and 2.
The next step is to note that there are in fact eight different pairs (p$ &j)
which differ from I-C,and /.A~,respectively, only in edges between the points
u’, 1, i’, 0, x’, 2, j’, y. We illustrate these in Fig. 7. Note that in two of these,
{ 1, i’} and (2, j’} are in different cycles and in two others, they are in a
single cycle (seeFig. 7).
The key idea we now employ is to associate with the eight related pairs
(&&)
eight other pairs (k:,p:). Each ~7 and fi: will be an m, -matching;
all the pairs (r:,@:) will be distinct. In Fig. 8 we show the basic decomposition patterns.
In each of (a), (b), (c), (d) all cycles have even length. Of course, portions
of the graph not involved are always the same and are not shown. Thus, in
each case we can decompose & U /A: into two matchings & and jl: (by
choosing alternate edges) where the edges not in the cycle(s) containing 1
and 2 are partitioned in the same way they are in pz and pO. Further, each
of these matchings is an q-matching. The required eight pairs (rT,fiT)
come from taking both orders of the pairs formed above. It is not difficult
to see that all eight such pairs are distinct. Moreover, a different choice of
&,&) will result in completely distinct pairs (jiT,ti).
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(b)
i’

u’

”

1

i’

v

(d)

(C)

FIGURE8

This injection of (sets of eight) pairs (p2,po) into (sets of eight) pairs
(I-(,, fi, ) proves (2 1’) and the proof of Theorem 6 is complete. El
An immediate consequenceof Theorem 6 is the following.
CoRoLLmY.

The ratio

A@;b+ (k + I)&,)
N(ii;b+ ks;)
is a nondecreasing function of k 2: 0.

The card interpretation of this is that each incorrect guessof type 1 makes
it no less likely that the next card is of type 1.
It is tempting to conjecture that the following stronger result holds,
namely, after an incorrect guessof type 1, the probability that the next card
is of type 2 cannot increase. After all, how can knowing that card k is not of
type 1 increase the probability that card k + 1 is of type 2? Exactly how this
can happen is shown in the following simple (and unexpected) example.
EXAMPLE. n = 3, a, = a2 = a3 = 1, b, = bz = 0, b, = 1. Then,
N(Z;b) = 4,
N(z;b+

8,) = 3,

N(z;ii+

s;) = 3

A@$+

If, + &*) = 2.

Thus, after an incorrect guess “Card 1 = type 3”, the probability that
Card 2 is of type 1 is l/4 and that it is of type 2 is also l/4. However, after
the second incorrect guess“Card 2 = type l”, the probability that Card 3 is
of type 1 has increased to l/3 (as we expect by the Corollary) but the
probability that Card 3 is of type 2 has also increased to l/3.
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Of course there are a large number of properties of N( 5; b, we have left
untouched. Indeed the whole subject of permanents of matrices is a challenging area, where even the simplest looking questions can offer substantial
resistance, e.g., the conjecture of van der Waerden (see [5]) that the
permanent of any doubly stochastic n by n matrix is at least n!/n”.
A question which seemsto be in this category is the following. Given a,
for which b (with b, + . . . +b, = n is N( a; b, maximized? It has been
shown by Efron [4] and follows from the Schur convexity - demonstrated
in
Theorem 3, that for Z = 1, the choice b = i maximizes N( 1; b). However,
it
- is not unique since the choice b = (0, 1,2) also satisfies N(i; 7) = N( 1; b) = 2.
Another question related to the card question which we have been unable
to settle is the so-called “persistence” conjecture. This asserts that for any
optimal guessing strategy (one which maximizes the expected number of
correct guesseswith “right-wrong” feedback), if type k is ever incorrectly
guessedthen the next guess should also be type k. In other words, the only
time a new type should ever be guessedis immediately after a correct guess
is made.
APPENDIX

Values of N( a; b, for n = 9, Z = (3,3,3)

- NO; b)

- N3; b)

ooo
001
002
003
004
005
006
011
012
013
014
015
016
022
023
024
025

362,880
241,920
151,200
86,400
43,200
17,280
4,320
166,320
108,000
64,800
34,560
15,120
4,320
73,440
46,656
26,784
12,960

045
111
112
113
114
115
116
122
123
124
125
126
133
134
135
144
222

8,640
116,640
77,760
48,284
27,216
12,960
4,320
53,568
34,776
20,736
10,800
4,320
23,760
15,120
8,640
10,368
37,584

PERMANENTS

026
033
034
035
036
044

OF COMPLEMENTS

4,320
31,752
19,872
10,800
4,320
13,824

223
224
225
233
234
333

OF DIRECT
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SUM

25,056
15,552
8,640
17,280
11,232
12,096
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